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Action! Crack is a desktop recording suite with a bit of a sleek and simple design. It's a quick app that will allow you to record your desktop activities and share them as soon as you're done recording. You won't even notice how efficient it is, but it's good that you will. Bikestramming Last week I came across a promo video from a German driving school that sort of makes a strong case for bikestramming. As you can
see in the short clip above, the biker seems to be doing a great job on the pedal board as she streams the motion and sound of her trip out from Berlin to the Black Forest. The technical trick that's being performed is known as "Colorization," and it involves striding out into the middle of a traffic jam in an effort to capture the motion of cars. The resulting experience is quite fun, and as it happens, I think most riders

would probably love to have their trip visualized in a similar way. Colorization — a.k.a. "Footage Stamping" — has been a marketing tool for a while now, but it probably didn't really reach the audience. A few riders are already trying to get more widespread use out of bikestramming, however. James Horan, from Spain, is one of them. Aside from his usual adventures on the dirt, James is doing some interesting stuff
in the geo-video niche. He has some more info about colorization and its history below: I've wanted to do this for a while, but never could find the time to research and experiment until recently. I realized that I was missing out, since our lives are so bound to the passing of time, to the sounds we hear and how we feel as we take in those things. It took a little bit of personal research but now I have started

experimenting with the concept. I'm not after the limit of capturing a visual representation (approx. 12 seconds), but an abstract representation of all these things that happen in the world around us, giving the feeling of motion with the sound of the cars, the wind, the birds, the wind on the trees and all the traffic sounds. Who says that my starting point is only a vision, I'm only doing it for the pure love of the
technological possibilities. Another vision I have is to do it with a small drone or other kind of flying robots and give the impression that we are flying around the streets of the world, an
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Watch and record your screen. Flip through pages and capture websites. Screencast for the web or record desktop activities. Print Screenshot Wizard lets you easily create attractive screenshots for any purpose. Make your desktop activities live on the Internet. [H]([H] [H]([H] [H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]([H]
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30-day free trial of the App (or 60-day free trial in Safari) Make sure to subscribe to our RSS or Feed to your Email and stay updated with App Reviews and How-Tos. If you found this review useful, feel free to mention me, Follow me, or subscribe to my Email below.Hot Topics: As rain provides respite, drought-weary cities press ahead By AGENCE FRANCE PRESSE, Los Angeles and Globe Gazette02/12/2014
Los Angeles is looking to remove the last of its 100,000 trees as record-setting rain fell across California over the weekend, but the city, which is facing a drought that is turning it brown, remains in a tense stance as it races to replant them. "People have seen beautiful rainbows and my heart has been so much lighter," Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti said of the downpours, which have hit California's parched Central
Valley hard. "The fourth of July is a birthday party for us and it's a day for the family. It's a beginning of this new drought and it has stopped raining, but we are not out of the woods yet, we are only out of the fourth of July for now." Los Angeles is looking to remove the last of its 100,000 trees as record-setting rain fell across California over the weekend, but the city, which is facing a drought that is turning it
brown, remains in a tense stance as it races to replant them. "People have seen beautiful rainbows and my heart has been so much lighter," Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti said of the downpours, which have hit California's parched Central Valley hard. "The fourth of July is a birthday party for us and it's a day for the family. It's a beginning of this new drought and it has stopped raining, but we are not out of the
woods yet, we are only out of the fourth of July for now." The weekend's deluge was the largest in the history of California, which has been hit by an unusually long period of drought over the past four years, according to the U.S. Drought Monitor. There has been an average of 4.5 inches of rain since November as Los Angeles has received an average of 14.81 inches of rain between January and March, records
show. But as much as 80 percent of
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How Action! can Turn into a… The older you get, the more your fingernails can appear in a variety of changes. You might end up choosing for different colors and designs. This adds not only beauty but also variety to your fingernails. Below is a list of 20 Freshman Nails Designs That Showcase Your Personality. #1: DIY Monkey Nails If you have kids, chances are you might have seen this day when their teachers
give them a special treat. Kids can get to go to the nail salon and get their nails painted. #2: Coffee Polish Coffee is something that many people love to drink. If you have noticed that your coffee has some specks of grease on it, then why not try polish over it? The design on this paint will give you coffee mocha vibes and will make you feel like it was made by hand. #3: Floral Fingernails If you want your nails to be
full of flowers and nature, then you should try this design. The flowers are organic and they come from different plants. #4: Pastels With Deep Cuts If you like pastel colors, then you should try a new approach. This is an example of how you can get deep cut designs with pastel colors. These nails are pretty appealing to the eyes and they give you a bright look. #5: Springtime's Flowers This is the design that is meant
for springtime. It has a light and soft floral theme to it. The circles on this nail design have a cheerful, cheerful feel. #6: Summer Sun, Sky, & Moon Another variation of the pastel nail designs, this one features the natural sunlight, the sky, and the moon. This nail design has a summer sun look to it. #7: Spaceman If you are looking for a fresh new nail design, then you might want to try the Spaceman nail design. This
is also a combination of pastel colors. This nail design will also be a perfect design for those who are sci-fi lovers. #8: Haunted Hearts This design on your fingernails has a creepy and scary feel to it. It is definitely a spooky theme for your nails. #9: Boo Nails These nail designs will
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